
Learning to program with Minecraft

 Raspberry  
  Craft

nearly every modern personal computing 
platform in existence, including the Rasp-
berry Pi.

Although you can run a Minecraft server 
from your Pi, hardware constraints won’t 
allow you to play the full version directly on 
your Pi. However, a client version has been 
adapted to the Raspberry Pi, and that is the 
one I’ll be using in this article.

Down the Shaft
The Pi version of Minecraft [3] is a bit 

limited, in that you can only use the 
Creative playing mode. This is simi-
lar to early versions of the game 
for mobile devices. In this mode, 
you have no mobs (animals, 
monsters, and non-player hu-
mans – a.k.a. “villagers”), and al-
though you can dig, you can’t 
pick up blocks (mine) or trans-

form combinations of blocks into 
new objects (craft). Instead, in 
your inventory, you have an in-
finite number of the blocks and 
tools you need, and you use 

those to do your building.
To start, Creative mode might 

make the Pi version less fun, but it 
is offset by the fact that the creators 
have included a nice and simple API 
that allows you to program new features 

Minecraft [1], the “social lego” 
with zombies, skeletons, and 
creepers, has become a social 
phenomenon, earning a place in 

the Smithsonian’s “Art of Videogames,” a 
feature-length documentary [2], an article in 

The Guardian, and 
ports to 
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No two ways about it: For knowledge to stick, the training must be 

entertaining. Fortunately, learning to program in Python has just 

become a lot more fun – now you can learn by playing 

Minecraft. By Paul C. Brown
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into the game using the Python program-
ming language.

Mining in
To install Minecraft, download the package 
[4] into a directory of your choice and unzip 
it from a terminal with:

$ tar zxvf  minecraft‑pi‑0.1.1.tar.gz

Now you can visit the mcpi directory (cd 
mcpi) and start playing the game by typing:

$ ./minecraft‑pi

When you run Minecraft, you can choose ei-
ther Start Game or Join Game, if a game is 
running on a server (Figure 1). For simplici-
ty’s sake, I’ll be running a single-player game 
on a local server (i.e., I’ll choose Start 
Game).

Although I will not delve into everything 
you can do in Minecraft, it’ll help if you have 
a basic knowledge of how to make your way 
around the world. Table 1 lists some of the 
ways to navigate, take action, or even build 
something!

Let’S get fracking!
“Hello World!” programs are dumb, so 
you’re going to dive right in and make a 
game within Minecraft – call it Treasure 
Hunt. The aim of the game is to find (and de-
molish!) a diamond block that has been hid-
den (buried) somewhere in the Minecraft 
world. Every 10 seconds, the program will 
post “Colder!” or “Warmer!” to the chat 
screen, depending on whether you are far-
ther from or closer to the hidden block than 
the last time you checked (see the game pro-
gram in Listing 1).

Line 1 loads several standard Python mod-
ules you’ll need later on. With the random 
module, you’ll pick a place to hide the trea-
sure; math comes with methods like sqrt 
(square root) and pow (power) that you’ll 
need to calculate the distance from the player 
to the treasure. Finally, you’ll need time to 
post messages every 10 seconds.

Lines 3 and 4 import Minecraft-specific 
modules. The block module allows you to 
manipulate blocks, and the minecraft module 
allows you to know the player’s position, to 
print messages to the chat window, and so 
forth.

Line 5 creates a connection to the running 
Minecraft server. Lines 3 to 5 will be pretty 
standard in all the Minecraft programs you 
write.

After loading all the necessary modules, 
the first thing you have to do is hide the trea-
sure. The Pi version of Minecraft is 256 
blocks wide on the x axis and 256 blocks 
deep on the z axis. Position (0,0) is the cen-
ter of the grid. The y axis is up/ down. I 
haven’t been able to find the upper limit for 
the y axis, but 0 is sea level, which will be 
important later.

To keep things safe, the program will 
place the treasure within a square area that 
has 251 squares on a side (line 10). Even 
though you’re avoiding the extreme edges 
(Minecraft Pi sometimes crashes when you 
play too close to the limits of the world), 
you still have a playing field of 63,001 
blocks, and the treasure can be anywhere … 
or almost. To avoid burying the treasure 
under the sea (because that would be evil), 

Figure 1: The first run of Minecraft: Pi Edition.

Keyboard

Key Action
w Move in the direction the character is facing

a Sidestep left

s Move backward

d Sidestep right

Space bar Jump; double tap to start/ stop flying, hold to fly higher

Shift Crouch; hold to fly lower

e Open inventory (use w, a, s, and d keys to navigate)

1-8 Select inventory slot item to use

Esc Show/ hide menu

Tab Release mouse without showing menu

Enter Confirm menu selection

Mouse

Gesture Action
Move Look/ turn around

Left-click (hold) Hit block to remove it

Right-click Place block; hit block with sword

Mouse wheel Select inventory slot item to use

Table 1: Minecraft Controls
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derground but can also be hidden under a 
tree. Because this adds a little more challenge 
to the game, I decided to leave it as is.

MineSweep
Before entering the main loop of the game, 
you first measure the distance from the 
point at which the player starts to the dia-
mond stash (line 15). Note that the distance 
to the treasure is as the crow flies. Vertical 
distance is not taken into account. The co-
ordinates of the treasure are stored in tx and 
ty, and you can determine player position 
by using the player.getTilePos() Minecraft 
method. This method returns a vector with 

three attributes: x, y and z. 
So, you can find out the x 
component of your player’s 
coordinates by calling:

mc.player.getTilePos().x

Just change the trailing x, for 
y or z to get the correspond-
ing components of the play-
er’s coordinates. This, by the 
way, is called dot notation.

You will have learned from 
geometry that the way to cal-
culate a distance between two 
points (your player and the 
diamond) on a grid is by 
using the Pythagorean theo-
rem (Figure 2). The difference 
between mc.player.get
TilePos().x and tx is the 

you check to make sure the highest point of 
the chosen location is above sea level (lines 
9 to 11) with getHeight(), which is part of 
the Minecraft API.

So that the diamond is not immediately 
visible, you push it two layers under the sur-
face (line 13). The setBlock method used in 
this instruction is part of the Minecraft API 
(Table 2) and takes the x, y, z position of the 
block you want to modify, plus the type of 
block you want to transform it into. For a full 
list of the types of blocks you can use, check 
out the Minecraft: Pi Edition wiki [5].

An unexpected effect of the code as de-
scribed is that the diamond is not only un-

01  import random, math, time

02  

03  import mcpi.block as block

04  import mcpi.minecraft as minecraft

05  mc=minecraft.Minecraft.create()

06  

07  v_height=0

08  

09  while v_height <= 0:

10      (tx, tz)=(r andom.randint(‑125,125),  
random.randint(‑125,125))

11      v_height=mc.getHeight(tx, tz)

12  

13  mc.setBlock(tx, v_height‑2, tz, block.DIAMOND_BLOCK)

14  

15  vdi stance =  
math.sqrt(math.pow(mc.player.getTilePos().x‑tx, 2) + 
math.pow(mc.player.getTilePos().z‑tz, 2))

16  

17  while mc.getBlock(tx, v_height‑2, tz)!=0:

18  

19      vne wdistance= 

math.sqrt(math.pow(mc.player.getTilePos().x‑tx,2)+ 

math.pow(mc.player.getTilePos().z‑tz, 2))

20  

21      if vnewdistance == 0: mc.postToChat("Dig!")

22      elif  vdistance >  

vnewdistance: mc.postToChat("Warmer!")

23      elif  vdistance <  

vnewdistance: mc.postToChat("Colder!")

24      else: mc.postToChat("Move!")

25  

26      vdistance=vnewdistance

27  

28      time.sleep(10)

29  

30  mc.postToChat("Treasure found... And destroyed!")

31  mc.postToChat("Congratulations!")

liSTing 1: treasureHunt.py

Figure 2: Using the Pythagorean theorem, you can calculate the distance from the player to the diamond.
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length of one of the legs of a right 
triangle and the difference be-
tween mc.player.getTilePos().z 
and tz is the length of the other 
leg. The hypotenuse of your 
imaginary triangle is the distance 
between the two points: In Py-
thon, that calculation looks like 
line 15.

The aim of the game is to lo-
cate and destroy the diamond, so 
now you create a loop that uses 
the Minecraft method getBlock() 
to check the content of the dia-
mond’s location (line 17). As 
soon as the location contains air 
(i.e., 0, which is the numeric 
value for a block of type AIR [5]), 
the diamond has been destroyed 

Method Arguments Returns Description

Minecraft Class: mc.[method]
getBlock x, y, z blockId: int Get the block ID at the named coordinates
getBlockWithData x, y, z vec3: obj Get a block object at named coordinates
getBlocks x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1 [int] Get block IDs in cuboid between two coordinates
setBlock x, y, z, id, [state] Sets a block at coordinates; optional argument state is between  

0 and 15
setBlocks x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1, id, [state] Sets blocks between two sets of coordinates; optional argument 

state is between 0 and 15
getHeight x,z int Returns the highest block at a point
getPlayerEntityIds [int] Returns the IDs of all players connected to the game
saveCheckpoint Saves the current state of the game
restoreCheckpoint Restores the game to the latest saved state
postToChat message: str Posts a message to the chat
setting key, stat: bol Changes the settings of the world; key values: world_immutable, 

nametags_visible

Player Class: mc.player.[method]
getPos x, y, z vec3: obj Returns the player’s position as an object with floats
setPos x, y, z Sets the player’s position using floats
getTilePos x, y, z vec3: obj Returns the player’s position as an object with integers
setTilePos x, y, z Sets the player’s position using integers
setting key, stat: bol Changes the player’s settings; key value: autojump

Events Class: mc.events.[method]
clearAll Clears all events from buffer
pollBlockHits [vec3: obj] Returns an array of block hits; block hits created with sword  

right-click

Camera Class: mc.camera.[method]
setNormal [entityID] Sets the camera to normal for a list of player entities
setFixed Sets the camera to fixed
setFollow [entityId] Sets the camera to follow for a list of player entities
setPos x, y, z Sets the camera position to coordinates

Entity Class: mc.entity.[method]
getPos id: int vec3: obj Gets the position of the entity as floats
setPos entityId:int, x, y, z Sets the position of the entity
getTilePos entityId: int vec3: obj Returns the position of an entity as a vector with integers
setTilePos entityId:int, x, y, z Sets the position of an entity with integers
setting entityId: int, key, stat: bol Changes the entity’s settings; key value: autojump

Table 2: Minecraft API Methods

Figure 3: Messages in the chat window guide the player toward the treasure.
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and the program congratulates the 
player (Figure 5) and ends.

goLD runner
To run the game, you will have to 
copy your file to the mcpi/api/py
thon/ directory. Make sure Mine-
craft is running and then run your 
game with:

$ python treasureHunt.py

The first message (Move!) should 
appear on the screen, and the hunt 
is on!

concLuSion
The ability to program your Mine-
craft world using a simple Python 
API more than makes up for the 
lack of features in the Raspberry Pi 
version. Moreover, it’s an enter-
taining way to help first-time pro-
gramers, and kids especially, un-
derstand the use and usefulness of 
variables, loops, and functions, as 
well as to stimulate creativity and 
learn Python syntax.

Amazing projects are being cre-
ated using the API, such as can-
nons [6], snake games [7], and 
more. As with Minecraft itself, the 
API is simple and straightforward, 
but by using the basic building 
blocks it provides, you can build 
really complex and interesting 
things.

Be aware, though, that Mine-
craft: Pi Edition is still in an early alpha stage 
and is prone to freezing and crashing, so I 
advise patience.  ● ● ●

and the loop will exit. Meanwhile, you must 
check the player position every 10 seconds to 
see if it is any closer to or farther from the 
treasure (lines 21-24). 

If the distance is 0 (i.e., the player has ar-
rived at the correct location), the program 
uses the postToChat() Minecraft method to 
show a Dig! message in the chat window. If 
the distance has decreased since the last time 
you checked, you post Warmer! (Figure 3); if 
it has increased (i.e., the player has moved 
farther away from the goal), you’ll post 
Colder!. If the distance hasn’t changed, you 
can assume the player hasn’t moved and you 
post the incentive Move!.

The new distance becomes the old dis-
tance (line 26), then the program waits for 10 
seconds (line 28) for the player to move, and 
the cycle starts again.

As soon as the player locates (Figure 4) 
and destroys the diamond, the loop exits, 

[1]  Minecraft: https://  minecraft.  net/

[2]  Minecraft: The Story of Mojang (Documen-
tary): http://  minecraftstoryofmojang.  com/

[3]  Minecraft: Pi Edition: http://  pi.  minecraft.  net/

[4]  Minecraft Pi package:  
https://  s3.  amazonaws.  com/  assets. 
 minecraft.  net/  pi/  minecraft‑pi‑0.  1.  1.  tar.  gz

[5]  Block types:  
http://  www.  piprogramming.  org/  wiki/  index. 
 php?  title=Minecraft_Block_Types_List

[6]  A cannon always comes in handy:  
http://  www.  stuffaboutcode.  com/  2013/  04/ 
 raspberry‑pi‑minecraft‑cannon.  html

[7]  Play Snake within Minecraft:  
http://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/  archives/  4615

info

Figure 4: You found the treasure. Now smash it to bits!

Figure 5: The program congratulates you on your successful quest.
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